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By Amijai Shalev

Introduction
I write this document due to the need of new Bandoneon students that
does not have the possibility to study regularly with a teacher, this document
can NOT fill the place of a teacher, it is not an “Autodidactic Learning
Book” nor a Method, and was not written in such a way, it only tries to
explain some important points about the Bandoneon technique that are rarely
explained in Methods (which normally contain the learning material), and
that I find very important in order to make a real progress. It does not cover
all there is to explain and this is why it’s called “General Article…”
Hopefully this article will help the student to get better results.
Needless to say that this article has no commercial intention, it was made
purely to share knowledge.
There are different “Schools” on any instrument; this document refers to the
technique of the 142- Bisonor Bandoneon, and specifically to the methodology
taught by the Maestro Rodolfo Daluisio, with whom I am studying.
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General notes about the Bandoneon technique
From the American Heritage Dictionary:
Tech·nique (těk-nēk’) n.
1. The systematic procedure by which a complex or scientific task is
accomplished.
2. also tech·nic (těk’nĭk)
a. The way in which the fundamentals, as of an artistic work, are
handled.
b. Skill or command in handling such fundamentals. See
Synonyms at art1
Also from the Dictionary.com Unabridged (v 1.1) :
1. The manner and ability with which an artist, writer, dancer, athlete, or
the like employs the technical skills of a particular art or field of
endeavor.
2. The body of specialized procedures and methods used in any specific
field, esp. in an area of applied science.
3. Method of performance; way of accomplishing.
4. Technical skill; ability to apply procedures or methods so as to affect
a desired result.
It is important to distinguish between the Technique (manner) and the
Physical condition that allows using the technique and achieving the desired
result. One element without the other is almost useless; A Person that is
strong and has good stamina but doesn’t know how to play Soccer is useless
as a Soccer player (and vise versa).
This document describes some aspects of the Bandoneon technique and
some ways to improve the physical condition needed to play the Bandoneon.
The Bandoneon Technique presented here was developed throughout Tango
(it doesn’t mean that using tango as study material is necessary); it is a
different case from other instruments that are used in Tango, like piano or
violin, of which the technique was already developed widely before the
tango had appeared. The Bandoneon (and especially the Argentinean model)
did not have the musical environment of people intensively playing it and
experiencing it before the Tango aroused, so the musical and technical
search was done mainly in the Tango environment. Based on this technique,
any kind of music can be played on the Bandoneon, since it provides the
principals to dominate it.

An important concept is that the Bandoneon is a “moving instrument” not a
“steady” one, it has to move in order to make sound, it can move in all
directions and angles according to the musical and technical need.
Regarding the “Diatonic” keyboard; many times it is considered as a
“difficulty” and holds back people from learning this type Bandoneon.
Learning the keyboard requires work just like a violin player has to work in
order to play tuned. This keyboard is very useful since it gives more than
one fingering option: playing opening, closing or combined. The 142
keyboard has logic, and one can see and feel it when playing music, it might
be difficult to explain it for someone who does not play yet or to a pianist
that has a “serial” concept of the keyboard, but once playing it, the great
advantages become clear. This difficulty is mainly psychological.
Playing opening or/and closing is not something that has to be considered as
a “technique”, the Bandoneon was built to be played opening and closing, so
playing only one way is using half an instrument. The decision of the player
how to use the instrument has to do with his/her abilities and the necessity of
the moment; however this has nothing to do with the definition of the
technique that regards to how to play opening/closing.
One of the difficulties of the Bandoneon Technique is combining the work
of the hand and fingers with the work of the arms, since both influence each
other but yet have to work together. The hand is “trapped” within the strip,
something that does not exist on any other instrument; normally the hand and
fingers are not being affected by any other force or tension. Pulling or
pressing the bellows should not disturb the finger’s movement that must
work freely. This difficulty becomes even more obvious when playing
something that demands speed and volume. Resolving this difficulty is done
by a good combination between the two elements that comes out, like many
things, from correct training.
A good technique means achieving great results with the minimum of effort
needed. We should also never forget that music is sound, and having a good
technique doesn’t mean only move the fingers rapidly but it means
controlling the sound.
The idea on any technique is to think why and how a physical movement is
done, for what purpose, on what manner and what benefits it gives.
When playing Bandoneon, many times, manners that are not written here
become useful to achieve a certain result, so there is no absolute wrong if the
movement gives a positive result and is functional for the player, what can

be wrong, is a movement that does not help the player eventually and is done
because of unawareness or laziness.
• There are beautiful examples of the technique described here, on the
videos of Pedro Laurenz, Maffia and Ciriaco Ortiz. Where we can see
great musical result done with great efficiency.

Posture
The posture on any physical activity is critical, since it provides the position
from which the body (and its different parts) acts.
The Bandoneon is played sitting (playing standing will be referred later on),
the hands, legs and head all depend on the spinal column, so to provide a
smooth action, the posture is highly important.
Description (image 1, 2, 2a, 2b):
• Sit on a chair (with no handles) the buttocks are the only part that is
leaned on the chair. Sitting with the buttocks on the back of the chair
limits the movement of the legs.
• The thighs should be more or less parallel to the floor, they are the
player’s working table; therefore the height of the chair is important.
• The calf can create a slight angle backwards; this way the legs can
open to the sides easily.
• Sitting with a straight back and relaxed shoulders, the torso must be
able to move freely to all directions.
One should feel the “pivot” of the spinal column from the top of the
head down to the “tail”.
The movement of the torso while playing should be done without bending
the back (image 3), one should maintain the form of a straight back, and
move it from the axis of the hips, of course that does NOT mean to be rigid,
flexibility is very important, and the idea is simply not to create a
“hunchback” and bend the back completely when playing.

NOTE: Moving the torso a little bit down (forward) allows more
control and strength when working with the bellows, it can be very
useful in many occasions. (Further details on “Technique of the
bellows”)
This type of posture is recommended in general, not only for playing
Bandoneon, since it imitates a “good standing” posture, when sitting it
provides the player with stability and flexibility.
The player must always be aware to the state of the body, and if there’s any
pain to stop immediately and find the cause. Muscle pain can be caused by
the physical action, and usually means that the muscle will get stronger after
resting, pains other than muscle are usually a result of a bad movement, over
training or tensions that can cause damage.
It is recommended to make a physical warm-up before starting to play (or
before any physical activity).

Image 1:
Sitting correctly

Image 2b:
Not recommended,
Feet are too far and
the legs can’t open
enough

Image 2:
Legs can open easily

Image 3:
Leaning forward with a
straight back

Image 2a:
Not recommended,
back is next to the
back of the chair.

Spinal Column

Bellows Technique – “Air Column”
The Bandoneon is a wind Instrument (Aerophonic) therefore producing
sound (and making music) is done by controlling the air, in our case the
bellows.
The basic principal is that the state of the air flow is related to the sound that
is produced; if the flow is even and stable- so will be the sound, if the flow
gets stronger- it will create a “Crescendo” and etc. All the colors of sound
are a result of how the air is managed.
We define this idea as the “Air Column” because it is the column of the
sound (like the spinal column) that works by air.
To dominate the sound, a learning work has to be done, practicing and
investigating different types of forms and variations of the “Column of Air”.
Like on other wind instruments, arc (string) instruments, singers and some
sculptures, the work starts from the big piece of the “material”: Long notes
and a “Full sound”, all other expressions and variants of the sound come
from the basic idea of the long note, which contains the phrase. For
example:
A Tango variation is made of many short notes played rapidly, but if there
is no sound that sustains the phrase, then the variation will not be heard
well.
Basic Technical Principals:
In order to produce a stable sound and control it, the bellows must be
supported and not move up and down freely, when the bellows move the
sound is being affected and if the bellows move unintentionally then the
expression will not be a result of the players will.

Controlling the sound is done from the Cabezales (The heads of the
Bandoneon), so moving them on different ways affects differently on the air
and sound. The bellows must be stable in order to control the sound from the
Cabezales.
The bellows should open/close horizontally (creating the “Column of Air”
literally), supporting the bellows is done by the legs, constantly
accompanying the bellows and giving the needed support when opening and
closing (image 4).
The point of support changes according to the situation, but normally a good
supporting point will be where the Cabezal connects with the bellows laying

on the (almost) side of the thigh. This way the legs can give enough support
to the bellows and yet support the Cabezales (Image 5).
The support can change depending on the need, if there is a difficult part that
requires a lot of effort from the hand, it is recommended to support well the
Cabezal. And in some cases it is better to take the Cabezales out completely
and have a good support under the bellows. The support and leg work is
VERY important and has to be dynamic.
In order to describe and explain well the technique of the bellows we will
divide it into two parts:
1) Lower body part
2) Upper body part
Of course that when playing, these two elements work as one, the division is
only to organize the ideas.
Lower Part
This part refers to the leg work and the support to the bellows; there are two
types of support (or positions): Even and Double.
The Even support is the basic position of controlling the bellows it means
that both thighs are used to support the Bandoneon (same as image 4).

The legs go together with the bellows, keeping a stable “working table”
under it all the time. The bellows should NOT be able to move up and down
freely.
Practicing the bellows technique:
Opening and closing using only de valve without any sound, starting from
a closed position.
Taking the Cabezales out of the knees to the sides and opening slowly,
until the bellows is fully opened. When opening, the legs are
accompanying the bellows, keeping it always stable. When closing, the
legs are closing as well, never leaving the bellows without support.
It might sound a bit complicated, but once this technique becomes natural, it
happens automatically, without thinking.
After doing this exercise and feeling comfortable, it can be done with long
notes, keeping always a stable and even sound.
The Double support is a more advanced position, that is very useful, it
consists in having one leg a bit higher than the other one, this is done by

taking one leg, normally the left leg, a little bit inside and so the right leg
stays a bit higher (image 6).
That means that the Bandoneon can be played on one leg and when needed
to move to an Even support, then again go back for one leg.
By this manner, one or the two Cabezales can be in the air (once the bellows
opens), what gives the possibility to use the weight of the Cabezales to start
the opening movement and to produce effects that are done better from one
leg. We call it Double because it provides us with two options.
• Using one leg only is actually like the "Double Support"

Upper Part
It is important to consider the muscle groups that are working while moving
the Bandoneon, it is always better to use large muscle groups, such as back
and chest and not to leave all the job to the arms. The chest and back are
naturally involved when pulling and pressing the bellows, but sometimes
players don’t pay attention and close the elbows (leave them near the body),
this means that moving the bellows is done mainly by the arms. In order to
make the chest and back work better the elbows must be a little bit far from
the body and create with the arms some sort of a “hug” or a small circle.
This position makes the movement much easier (like on image 4, image7 as
bad example).

Another important point is the position of the torso, when the torso is
“upright”; in some cases it limits the movement of the arms (especially when
the bellows is open) and creates tension on the back of the neck.
The solution is to bring the torso a little bit down towards the Bandoneon,
keeping the back’s straight form. This position also helps the hand to work
more easily.
The arms control the Cabezales and finally determine the shape of the sound
and the music.

More points regarding the bellows technique:
“Marcato” - A common accompaniment in Tango; is to play chords on one
legs moving the ankle up and down, this makes the air inside “jump” and
produces a sharp accent. When the ankle goes down the “hit” occurs.

“Making an accent closing” – It is very easy to make an accent opening the
bellows from a closed position, but in order to produce a good accent closing
some resistance is needed, if we just hit the Cabezales against each other
then the bellows might deform. The solution is to use the knees as a resisting
force to the Cabezales, lifting the Cabezales a little bit and creating an angle
downwards. This way pushing sharply against the knees will produce an
accent with no need to apply a lot of force (image 8).
“Making an accent when the bellows is widely opened” – Another
difficulty is two make an accent when the bellows is opened since we need
to pull the Cabezales sharply when it is already opened. A good option is to
use the knees to push out the Cabezales (image 9).
“Standing Position” – (Like Piazzolla) - Actually means to have only one
support for the bellows or one of the Cabezales.
This position obviously has many limitations and is difficult because the player cannot
move to an “Even support”.
A few important points to consider:
1. It requires more arms power than when sitting, since when opening
the bellows the whole weight is held by the arms and shoulders.
2. Since there is no support for the two Cabezales, playing with two
hands on positions of the lower buttons can be extremely difficult.
3. The balance between the leg on the ground and the front leg must
be considered, this position can easily cause lower back problems.
4. It can allow producing strong musical effect because of the same
reason of having the Cabezales practically in the air.
5. The Bandoneon has to be moved according to the needed support,
for example; when playing a variation or something that demands a
lot of finger work, the related Cabezal has to be the supported one,
to take off tension from the hand.
The Valve: Sometimes it is being used only to “take air”, but the Valve is
very useful to manage the air while playing and to reach the desired position
of the Bandoneon.

Musical Notation: On the musical notation, normally, the open/close is
marked as ‘A’ for opening (For Abriendo in Spanish) and ‘C’ for closing
(Cerrando in Spanish).

Common mistakes:
To support only the “Cabezales” and leave the bellows a victim of random
moves, in this case the hand is comfortable because the keyboard is steady
but the player has very little control of the sound, and when closing this way,
the bellows fall down in the middle (like a cooking pot) and two important
things occur:

1. The angle of the Cabezal might change with no need, and when
opening will change again.
2. There is a lost of air pressure in the movement, since the points of
pressure from the sides don’t work against any resistance but fall
down.
• It is a waste of energy without any positive result (10).
Some players separate the legs and put the Bandoneon over one leg, but the
when there’s a need for greater support (when opening the bellows), a very
clumsy procedure has to be done in order to support the whole Bandoneon:
Lift the Cabezal -> Move the leg ->Put the Cabezal again
These movements are unneeded, disturb the playing and waste energy (11).
Where in the “Double support”, the preparation for the “ Even support”
is already done, because of the difference of heights, all that the player has to do
is to bring the leg a bit higher and keep on playing, the Bandoneon will
naturally (because of the position) receive the support.

Image 11:
Not recommended,
Legs are separated
and the Cabezal is
trapped in the
middle

Cabezal

Image 10:
Not recommended,
Bellows without
support

Image 4:
Even Support, open elbows
and Horizontal movement

Image 5:
Support point

Image 7:
Closed elbows

Image 6:
Double Support

Image 8:
Accent closing
(And elbows go up)

Image 9:
Using the knees to open

Technique of the hand and fingers
Position: The hand is held in the strip, the thumb is left out.
The strip should be tight enough so the hand will not move a lot when
changing between opening and closing and also to make it more comfortable
to control the Cabezales, but must have enough space for the hand to move
in order to get to the different positions.
There is an important “Sustain” point, which is bellow the thumb, this
reference point for the hand and also used for sustaining and controlling the
Cabezal.
The hand works from its natural position, which means that the fingers are
pointing at the keyboard and the palm is parallel to the keyboard (Image 12).
Mode: The fingers work on the keyboard but held in the air. The hand is
sustained by its own strength and NOT leaning on the keyboard. Leaning on
the keyboard will prevent from the fingers to move freely, express the
wanted musical articulation and move fast.
The hand works in such a way that it act from a steady position, it “parks”
above the buttons that are about to be played and then the fingers press the
buttons; then go to the next position and again the fingers work.
In general, the fingers do not have to go all the way down with the button. In
some cases, like playing a strong chord it is necessary and also comes out
naturally.
Remember! On the Bandoneon, unlike the piano, the finger does NOT
produce the sound, it participates on the process as opening the air passage
but the sound is determined by the air column, pressing hard the button will
not give any result.
Opening/Closing: When opening the palm has to use the strip as a resistance
to apply the power that pulls the Cabezal, when closing the palm has to use
another point of resistance to push the Cabezal, this point when closing may
change depending on the situation, but it is important NOT to press against
the keyboard with the fingers, the idea is to find a point that allows the
fingers to work as freely as possible.
Articulation: The articulation originated by the fingers (there’s also a sound
articulation like an accent), is produced by the end of the action of the
finger, that means when the finger comes out of the button the sound ends
and this makes the articulation (legato, staccato, non-legato, etc.). If the
finger attacks strong and fast the button then it will come out on the same

manner, so in this case it will produce a staccato, the staccato is produced
because of the “coming out” not by the pressing. A Legato is made when
leaving the note until the next one enters; on the Bandoneon it is possible to
make a very intense legato of one note over the other, and also a very short
accented staccato. The type of articulation depends on the musical style.
Understanding this principal allows to experiment and find the desired
articulation, there many possibilities between the legato and the staccato.

“Sustain” Point

Image 12:
Hand and fingers position

Fingering: The common fingering today is 2-5, where ‘2’ is the index finger
and ‘5’ is the little finger.
Regarding Speed: In order to play fast and precise it is needed to have:
Agility
Strength
flexibility
Movement that is already known
Tension balance during the action
These elements are needed on any physical activity; we can see many
examples on sports.
•
•
•
•
•

The first three are physical qualities, the fourth is the studied material
and the fifth is the “management of the action”. I did not mention the

manner of which the hand moves (technique) because it must be obvious
that it is the basic condition and we have already discussed it before.
The division can help to develop this ability and also solve problems
that occur (by understanding the reason).
The first stage is studying the movement and positions, speed is the
final stage.
The tension balance is something that the player has to search and feel
in his/her own body, not only regarding the hand but on the entire body.
Developing the agility, strength and flexibility of the hand and fingers is
done by exercising...
Training:
Training the hand is done on the same manner that it has to act, that means
in a steady position where the fingers work, see ex.1.

Ex. 1- Fragment from the exercise “Prelude no.6” by Rodolfo Daluisio

This is one example, of course that the same thing has to be done on the left
hand. Other ideas can be used to perform the same exercise, the principal
here is that the palm does not move, only the fingers.
The following types of work can be done with this example:
1. Playing it regularly, precisely and even. Not pushing too much with
the speed, the idea is to move the fingers a lot, pure physical exercise.
When the fingers can go faster they will.
2. Developing agility; taking all tension off the fingers and playing it as
fast as possible, of course that the result will be less precise, so in
order to play it better some tension has to be added. This exercise is
meant to let the hand move fast, as fast as possible. Not looking for
precision or good sound, only speed. And also to be able to measure
the minimal required tension to get a precise result.

3. Finger control; all the contrary of no.2. Articulate each finger alone,
and only after one finger finishes the movement the next starts. For
example: finger 4 goes down-plays the note-goes up, wait, finger 2
goes down- and etc. The only part of the hand that moves is the
related finger. It is an exercise to isolate and control the movement of
each finger, the mechanism and muscle related to this finger will be
felt. The hand has to reach a state were the only tension that is
activated is to move the finger, nothing more. Of course that when
playing, many times the fingers affect each other and move as one
group, but this exercise helps a lot to develop the control of the fingers
and feel how the mechanism works.
Flexibility should be trained slowly, extending the fingers by playing a
little fragment on an open position.
In general the ideas for what to use for training can be taken from
difficulties that the player finds when studying things.

Physical conditions
The physical conditions of the player is important as mentioned before, of
course that this is a Functional physical shape of playing Bandoneon and not
the type of shape needed to play Tennis.
The training is done according to the two techniques described above; the
arms and legs and on the other side the fingers.
Strengthening these two elements is just like any athlete or dancer that trains
regularly, no real progress can be done without the training work, and it is
permanent so the musician will keep in shape. The body tends to get weaker
if it is not being trained.
Working the arms and legs is done mainly playing choral like music, strong
long notes, accents or every type of music that is relatively easy for the
fingers and works mainly with the sound.
With the fingers the contrary work is done, taking a small fragment (like
mentioned before) and exhausting the fingers mechanism.
It is highly important to rest; because the body must rest to recover, training
without resting can damage the body and cause problems.
Developing “playing stamina” is done by playing already studied material
(the student must have material to play to do this) continuously for a long

period, can be with small breaks, but without getting cold. After playing for
90min regularly, playing a 60 min concert will not be so tiring.
• This is different from a learning session, it is more like a concert
simulation where the objective is to play and be active, where learning
(as mentioned bellow) is a conscious process that requires more
concentration and is not recommended to be done in long durations.

Learning
There are two types of learning processes:
1. Learning new material – Concentrating on the notes and on learning
the music.
2. Learning the instrument – With an already played material, one can
concentrate on improving the playing.
Though the first learning process takes more time and energy, the second
one is more important because this is the process that will make the player
play better.
For this reason, reading from first sight does not contribute anything for
improving the way of playing; it is an ability that helps to learn new material
and play, nothing more.
Preparation is one of the most important things of the studying process, the
preparation of the fingering position one side, and the preparation of all
other elements. A good preparation makes the action and music flow.
Sections; is the best way to study, whether it is new material or working on
an already played material. Working by fragments is easier and allows the
musician to concentrate better. Finally, when we play music, we play
fragments continuously, so learning by fragments is only natural.
Just like the physical side, the mind also has to rest, sometimes the result
comes only on the next day after studying, so be patient and get a rest.
It is recommended to make every learning session no more than 30 min. then
a few minutes break and go on, but not an hour and a half of learning session
because it is a needless torture to the body and mind.

Recommendations
• Learning Scales and Arpeggios – On the 142 model, doing scales is not
so useful for finger work like on Guitar or Piano because of the very

•
•

•
•

•

different positions and the time that a student will “waste” memorizing
the notes instead of working, but for that same reason the scales and
arpeggios are very useful to know better the tonal areas on the keyboard.
So scales have to be worked but are not recommended as pure finger
exercise, if the fingers are prepared (like explained before) then they
would be able to handle these musical elements.
The Chromatic Scale – One of the most useful materials to learn the
keyboard, and very useful to have in hand.
Practicing and learning time – sometimes people think that 15 minutes
doesn’t worth taking the instrument out and playing, this is an error
because even a few minutes of finger work and revising some material is
better than nothing.
Conscious Learning – The more conscious the student is the better, the
student is his/her own teacher (even when studying with a teacher).
Consulting other musicians – people who can’t share their Bandoneon
study with other Bandoneon players and don’t have a teacher, sometime
think about consulting a pianist to receive advises. One can always learn
from other musicians, but every “advise” has to be considered because
many time musicians see music and playing an instrument through their
own eyes only, and as they don’t understand the Bandoneon they can
give unintentionally bad or unrelated advises that will confuse the
student.
Seeing Bandoneon players – It is very helpful, and better to see face to
face (if not at least see videos). There are things that as human beings we
observe and learn from other people automatically.

For any inquiries regarding this article you are welcome to contact by email:

amijai_shalev@yahoo.com.ar

